
US HISTORY DBQ ESSAYS REGENTS

US Regents Thematic and DBQ Essay Help - How to Write Them! THEMATIC ( United States Regents Review Sheet) It
offers specifics, history, and context.

This will be your introduction. Share with your partner. Now to do this, you're going to have to consider and
analyze about seven to nine primary documents, which are provided for you by the exam. So unlike the short
answer questions, which are very specific about one period in time, this is asking you to take a broader look at
US history and write an essay about one of its major themes. Analyze major changes and continuities in the
social and economic experiences of African Americans who migrated from the South to urban areas in the
North in the period to  One is based on documents that are provided to you and the other is based on your own
knowledge of the subject. Don't choose something that you can only write a few sentences about! Historically,
the following are the topics found most often on thematics. Let's take a look at this question. Write a
concluding paragraph that summarizes what you did in the preceding paragraphs. To review, go to the Past
Regents Exams left and review the questions and answers to the thematic essays. Hand in to me for direct
feedback. On a Court Case essay, you couldn't write about Brown v. Board of Education because it was in the
DBQ! Perhaps, you can even create new information based on your knowledge. You should also be prepared
to give some outside information that shows that you really know the material and can give context to it.
Reason being It offers specifics, history, and context. Well, you could answer it one of two ways for Brown v.
Once you have created your short answers all you need to do is put them together with some elaboration a
couple of additional sentences for each document answer and you have yourself an essay. It's basically a
reading and writing test. For this type of question make the following grid: This type of grid will ensure that
you won't miss or mix up a question. The thematic is scary To me, I would think you could write much more
on the cotton gin than the elevator. Especially Plessy and Brown vs. How did water influence the development
of the U. You could answer a thematic essay in two sentences and be sort of correct And you can see from the
time frame that we're talking about a fairly early 20th century time period ending in , so you don't want to be
talking about the experiences of African Americans in the Great Depression or in World War II, or in the Civil
Rights Movement because that's much later. The Cold War is easy to write about because your teachers
probably just covered it! The elevator might be easy, but the cotton gin offers you so much more to talk about
concerning slavery and causes of the Civil War.


